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TRAVEL CONCEPT RODS 2022

●Blank made from SHMR High Resistance Carbon material, with spigot joints 
for perfect action and power transmission 

●Super compact closed length for easy storage in any car
●Double leg SiC guides throughout
●Graphite screw reel seat DPS style, with rubber lined metal hoods
●Comfortable EVA handle grip Black satin blank’s finish, with 

double leg SiC guides.

CODE LENGTH NR. OF SECT. TEST CURVE CL. LENGTH

158-89-225 7’5’’ (2,25 m) 3 2,75 lb 62 cm

158-89-270 9’0’’ (2,70 m) 4 3,00 lb 74 cm

158-89-300 10’0’’ (3,00 m) 4 3,00 lb 80 cm

TRAVEL

CONCEPT



TRAVEL CONCEPT RODS 2022

●Blank made from SHMR High Resistance Carbon material
●Telescopic butt section with Woven Carbon reinforcement 
●Compact closed length for convenient transport
●Double leg SiC guides throughout (Ø 50 mm on butt section)
●Graphite screw reel seat DPS style, with rubber lined metal hoods
●Nice and neat slim handle grip, dressed by a rubber shrink tube

CODE LENGTH NR. OF SECT. TEST CURVE CL. LENGTH

158-90-270 9’0’’ (2,70 m) 3 3,00 lb 113 cm

158-90-300 10’0’’ (3,00 m) 3 3,00 lb 127 cm

158-90-305 10’0’’ (3,00 m) 3 3,50 lb 127 cm

Super wide butt guide (50 mm)

to allow the use of large

size reels.

The compact closed length is achieved through a 

telescopic butt section which, once fully extended, 

develops full casting power and the necessary 

strength to face any prolonged fight.

Butt section reinforced by 

Woven Carbon.

Slim handle with rubber 

shrink tube and K-Karp 

aluminium butt medal.



REELS
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OUTIN
NEXT STRUCTURE OF THE RANGE

CAT. CODE SERIES SIZES
IN & 

OUT
NOTE

BIG PIT MODELS

14 037-82 K-KARP ABSOLUTE VX 10000

16 037-77 K-KARP REACTION XT 8000

17 037-80 K-KARP ENDLESS 6500-8000-10000

NEW 037-98 FUSION LD SPOD 12000 IN

19 037-92 K-KARP GLADIO LD 12000

20 037-92 K-KARP GLADIO 3D CAMO 12000

CARP RUNNER MODELS

15 037-76 K-KARP REACTION VX 8000

NEW 037-98 EXECUTOR 8000-12000 IN

17 037-81 FUSION 6500-12000 OUT

18 037-98 K-KARP ADAMANT XTC 8000-12000 OUT

18 037-98 K-KARP ADAMANT 3D CAMO 8000-12000 OUT

19 037-83 K-KARP EXCELLENCE 10000 OUT

20 037-95 K-KARP AVENGER XS 6000 OUT

CARP FISHING REELS 2022



CARP RUNNER REELS 2022

●Body and rotor made from X-Tra tough graphite 
●Double strength stainless steel main shaft
●One Way Clutch with Infinite Anti-Reverse
●Long Cast superlight aluminium spool, with round line clip
●Line Guard frame to avoid tangles below spool
●Spare graphite spool
●Strong yet light aluminium Hollow Bail
●Anti-Twist Line Roller with Titanium Nitride Coating
●Stainless steel Long Life ball bearings
●Safe Cast System preventing accidental bail closure
●Worm Shaft Gear with Slow Oscillation System
●Fully sealed Carp Runner drag system
●Micro adjusting Power Drag with oversized washers
●CNC aluminium fighting handle with ergonomic rubber knob

CODE SIZE
WEIGHT

g
GEAR RATIO

SPOOL

CAPACITY

EXTRA

SPOOLS
B.B.

037-98-100 8000 600 4.9:1 (100 cm) Ø 35●420 m 1 6+1

037-98-200 12000 780 4.7:1 (108 cm) Ø 35●540 m 1 6+1



BIG PIT REELS 2022

●Body and rotor made from X-Tra tough graphite
●Computer balanced system 
●One Way Clutch with Infinite Anti-Reverse
●Long Cast superlight aluminium spool
●Spare graphite spool
●Strong yet light aluminium Hollow Bail
●Anti-Twist Line Roller
●Stainless steel Long Life ball bearings
●Safe Cast System preventing accidental bail closure
●Worm Shaft Gear with Slow Oscillation System
●Micro adjusting Front Drag with PTFE coated washers
●Aluminium fighting handle with ergonomic rubber knob

CODE SIZE
WEIGHT

g
GEAR RATIO

SPOOL

CAPACITY

EXTRA

SPOOLS
B.B.

037-98-300 12000 715 4.7:1 (108 cm) Ø 35●540 m 1 6+1
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CARP CARE 2022

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZES

193-40-210 K-KARP * FUSION CARP CRADLE 145x80 (h 40) cm

The largest K-Karp cradle can 

accommodate huge Carp and the 

long Grass Carp as well. Based 

on strong aluminium frame, it 

features tele-adjustable legs with 

tilting mud feet. Light and folding, 

it ensures the highest possible 

protection for the fish.

The waterproof cover enables to protect and keep the 

fish calm while the camera is going to be prepared. It 

can be rolled at both ends of the cradle. 

On top left, detail of tele-adjustable 

legs, which offer a wide and tilting foot.

On right, the side pockets are useful to 

store any accessories.



CARP CARE 2022

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZES

193-40-200 K-KARP * PRESAGE CARP CRADLE 100x60 (h 40) cm

Very well padded and completed by a 

rubber mesh on the bottom for water 

drainage, this cradle folds back in two 

for an easy transport. The strong yet 

light aluminium frame ends with 

telescopic legs, adjustable by button 

and featuring mud feet. Sizes are 

large enough to accept huge carp.

On top left, detail of tele-adjustable 

legs, which offer a wide and tilting foot.

On right, the cover is fixed by several 

convenient Velcro straps.

The waterprrof cover enables to protect the

fish and keep it calm, while the camera is 

being set up.



CARP CARE 2022

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZES

193-40-155 K-KARP * PRESAGE WEIGH SLING 120 cm ▪ h 60 cm

Ideal for fish weighing, this model 

suits the needs of mobile anglers, 

because it folds in half, and is perfect 

for short time fish keeping to allow 

camera preparation. For such 

purpose, beyond strong carry and 

weigh handles it also provides a 

retaining string. Designed for big carp 

and Cats, it is supplied with a 

waterproof sleeve.

Here on left, four 

buoyant elements 

located along top frame 

keep the sling afloat 

while preparing for carp 

release.

Side zippers allow this sling 
to be opened flat 
on the unhooking mat.

Fish friendly mesh 

with wide holes for 

optimum water flow.

The aluminium 

tension bars fold into 

two halves for easy 

transport.



ROD PODS 2022

CODE DESCRIPTION

192-00-390 K-KARP * BLK PUNISHER POD

A carry bag with embroidered logos is supplied with the pod 

(sizes 96x22x10 cm).

Designed with intelligent multi-reclining 

legs for extreme versatility, this full 

aluminium pod offers twin anti-torque 

central bars, which can expand from 85 

to extra long 150 cm length. Telescopic 

legs are sliding along those bars to 

easily adapt their position to any ground 

profile. The pod can be carried by a 

convenient bag, just removing buzz bars 

and leaving legs completely fold back. 

Thanks to multi-

reclining legs, the 

extreme sky 

configuration can be 

easily achieved.

Wide knobs for 

easy adjustment.



ROD PODS 2022

Very stable and extremely versatile, this is 
the 3-rod pod for the angler who looks for 
reliability. Completely made from aluminium, 
it offers an adjustable bar which goes from 
64 to 104 cm in length. Buzz bar’s height is 
reglable, and all legs are telescopic. All 
knobs are lever-style to perform well even in 
wet or icing conditions. A nice carry bag is 
included, while longer telescopic legs are 
available separately and can be stored inside 
the bag. As they have an arrow point, they 
can be used as convenient banksticks. 

A carry bag with 

embroidered 

logos is supplied 

with the pod 

(sizes 75x25x8 cm).

The spare legs (available separately, sold in pairs) allow to 

customize the rod pod, giving it the «sky» configuration.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZES

192-00-380 K-KARP * EXECUTOR POD -

192-00-381 EXECUTOR SPARE LEGS 66 cm > 122 cm

Cam 

locking 

system.



ROD PODS 2022

It is the most compact rod pod ever made 

by K-Karp, developed to suit the needs of 

those anglers who like to fish the small 

ponds with short 8’-9’-10’ rods and light 

reels in the range of 4000-5000 size. 

Designed with essential features like 

adjustable main bar (48 to 80 cm) and 3-

rods buzz bars, it’s completely made from 

aluminium and offers telescopic legs. A 

strong carry bag is provided with the pod. 

A carry bag with 

embroidered logos is 

supplied with the pod 

(sizes 60x25x8 cm).

On top right , the bite 

indicator’s seats on buzz bars 

incorporate adjustable nuts.

Below, the central bar’s 

length is reglable by a 

convenient lever style knob 

which works wonder in any 

weather condition.

CODE DESCRIPTION

192-00-370 K-KARP * CRUSADER XS POD



CHAIRS & BEDCHAIRS 2022

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZES

191-10-500 K-KARP * PRESAGE CHAIR Closed 60x80x25 cm

Strong and highly comfortable, 

Presage Chair is the best K-Karp 

chair, as its rigid aluminium frame 

ensures maximum stability and 

precision to all functional details. 

Featuring armrests and easy adjusting 

telescopic legs, it folds completely 

down for transport. Waterproof and 

very well padded, this seat takes 

advantage from high abrasion 

resistant fabric to serve the serious 

angler for long time.

Padded head support 

with embroidered logo.

Multi-angle lever style locking 

system for easy operability in any 

temperature condition. 

The back rest can be adjusted to any angle for top comfort. 

Spring loaded 
one touch 

adjustable legs 
with mud feet.



CHAIRS & BEDCHAIRS 2022

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZES

191-10-520 K-KARP * EXECUTOR CHAIR Closed 60x80x20 cm

Simple, light, essential yet strong and 

efficient chair, which is destined to appeal 

not only carp anglers, but feeder and 

specialist ones, who spend many hours on 

water in search of their personal best 

catch. Designed with a classic aluminium 

frame with folding, telescopic legs, it can 

find its total stability on wooden platform 

as well as on rocky banks. The fabric is 

easily washable, while the head support is 

highly padded for complete comfort.

Padded head support 

with embroidered logo.

Multi-angle lever style locking 

system for easy operability in any 

temperature condition. The back 

legs feature a safety locking pin to 

avoid accidental closure

The back rest can be adjusted to any angle for top comfort. 

Spring loaded 
one touch 

adjustable legs 
with mud feet.



CHAIRS & BEDCHAIRS 2022

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZES

191-10-510 K-KARP * PRESAGE BEDCHAIR 195 cm ▪ 75 cm

High quality six leg model providing 

the highest comfort, no matter the 

length of the fishing session. The 

cover is progressively padded to 

support the heavier body’s parts 

and include a thick pillow. The 

aluminium frame allows to adjust 

the backrest thanks to an efficient 

rack system, operated by a lever. 

Two side pockets allow to store a 

bottle and a few accessories.

High power elastic provide 

long life, perfect tension to 

the whole cover. 

Spring loaded 
one touch 

adjustable legs 
with mud feet.

The head pillow 
features a nicely 
embroided logo.

Nylon covered feet area 

can be easily washed.Presage Bedchair 

completely folds down 

for compact storage.


